VIOLATIONS OF FREE SPEECH

Recently, the Eleanor Roosevelt Centennial exhibit on display here at Suffolk University was defaced in the Sawyer Building lobby. Such acts are flagrant violations of our freedom of speech and should be condemned by the students of Suffolk University.

Unfortunately, the defacing of the display was not the first such occurrence. Last year and this year, posters that were properly sanctioned by the Student Activities Office have either been defaced or torn down. Each time this happens we are not only violating someone's right of speech, we are also denying Suffolk students the right to understand and appreciate the diversity of Suffolk University. No one person should have the power to dictate what it read and seen by the Suffolk community.

Finally, each time a violation of free speech occurs, we as a college community take a step backwards in guaranteeing the right of everyone to learn and grow, and appreciate diversity. And no one person has the right to do that.

“In Search of Dracula”
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1-2:30 in the Auditorium
Come if you dare... But don’t come alone!

FRIDAY, NOV. 2
8:00 – 2:00 a.m.

Tickets on sale in the caf.

THE PIER

PROGRAM COUNCIL

Special Election Edition

Suffolk Journal

November 2, 1984

Summary of the candidates’ platforms

Ronald Reagan - Republican Presidential Candidate:

Health policy: Reagan supports the "Health Care for All Americans" plan which provides coverage for the uninsured and those who cannot afford insurance. He believes in deregulation and increased competition in the health care industry.

Foreign Policy: Reagan advocates a strong national defense and supports the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI).

Geraldine Ferraro - Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate:

Health policy: Ferraro supports universal health care and calls for a public option to compete with private insurance companies.

Foreign Policy: Ferraro supports a strong role for women in international politics and advocates for women's rights.

George Bush - Republican Vice Presidential Candidate:

Health policy: Bush supports the "Health Care for All Americans" plan and believes in a balanced approach between public and private sectors.

Foreign Policy: Bush supports a strong national defense and advocates for a "containment" policy towards international conflicts.

Walter Mondale - Democratic Presidential Candidate:

Health policy: Mondale supports a universal health care system and believes in ensuring access to healthcare for all Americans.

Foreign Policy: Mondale advocates for a "peace through strength" policy and supports the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

The Issues

Foreign Policy - Reagan

(Continued on page 3)

Health expert criticizes paint stripping process

By Regina Gillies

A state health expert recently reported that paint stripping should be allowed at the Health Center for symptoms, even in metal buildings. In a telephone interview, Mary Stowell, a state health official, said that the use of paint strippers is not restricted to metal buildings. She added that the process of paint removal is often used in violation of Boston Fire Codes. According to Stowell, these codes allow the use of paint strippers for the prevention of fire hazards. In addition, she noted that the process of paint removal is often used to remove old and flaking paint from walls and ceilings. However, she emphasized that the use of paint strippers is not restricted to metal buildings and that the process is often used in violation of Boston Fire Codes.

Credit "cap" issue tentatively resolved

By Andrew Pearson

The State Legislature has tentatively resolved the issue of the "credit cap." The "credit cap" issue has been a topic of debate for several years, and it has been a contentious issue in recent years. The credit cap issue has been a major concern for many students, as it limits the amount of credit that can be earned in a given course. The State Legislature has tentatively resolved the issue by passing a bill that allows for an increase in the credit cap.

(Continued on page 5)
Campaign roundup

**Energy and Environment - Mondale**

As Dr. Gary Popal of the Environmental Protection Agency explained, the Mondale plan would do away with new nuclear power plants and place a moratorium on new nuclear plants until the government has more information on the safety of nuclear power. The Mondale plan would also include a 20 percent tax on all fossil fuel use to promote conservation. The Mondale plan would do away with new nuclear power plants and place a moratorium on new nuclear plants until the government has more information on the safety of nuclear power. The Mondale plan would also include a 20 percent tax on all fossil fuel use to promote conservation.

**Deficits and the Economy - Reagan**

Reagan in his acceptance speech stated that his administration would have to make cuts in government spending to balance the budget. However, the Mondale campaign argued that cuts in government spending would not help the economy and would lead to higher unemployment.

**Arms Control and Defense - Mondale**

Mondale's campaign has focused on the need for a nuclear freeze and a comprehensive approach to arms control. Mondale has also called for a reduction in military spending and the development of non-military options for solving international conflicts.

**Social Policy - Reagan**

Reagan has emphasized the importance of a strong military and has called for increased defense spending. Mondale has argued that the country can afford to spend less on defense and has proposed a cut in military spending.

**Education - Reagan**

Reagan has proposed a voucher program for education, which would give parents the option of sending their children to private schools. Mondale has argued that the voucher program would lead to an increase in the cost of education and has proposed that education funding be increased.

**Foreign Policy - Mondale**

Mondale has emphasized the importance of maintaining a strong relationship between the United States and its allies. Mondale has also called for the withdrawal of American troops from Lebanon and for a peaceful resolution to the conflict in the Middle East.

**Foreign Policy - Reagan**

Reagan has called for a strong nuclear arsenal and has emphasized the importance of maintaining a strong military presence in the world. Mondale has argued that the country can afford to spend less on defense and has proposed a cut in military spending.

**SGA recommends changes in withdrawal policy**

By Rich Gerlach

The Student Government Association (SGA) has recommended that the university continue its withdrawal policy, which currently allows students to withdraw from classes up to the end of the second week of the semester. The SGA recommends that the university continue its withdrawal policy, which currently allows students to withdraw from classes up to the end of the second week of the semester.

**Lead paint fumes**

(Continued on page 3)

A student who tested the air near the building said that the paint fumes were not harmful. The student said that the paint fumes were not harmful. The student said that the paint fumes were not harmful.

**How students will vote**

By Sandra Miller

Dona Cusano

A psychology major, Dona Cusano stated that she would vote for Mondale because he is the best candidate. She said that Mondale is fiscally conservative and socially moderate.

Ruth Reddy

A business major, Ruth Reddy stated that she would vote for Reagan because he is the best candidate. She said that Reagan is fiscally conservative and socially moderate.

"Sorry, because Smale is too a Reagan fane and we don't need two Reagan fanes in Waukegan, Illinois." - Andy Colket

"Sorry, because Smale is too a Reagan fane and we don't need two Reagan fanes in Waukegan, Illinois." - Andy Colket

"Sorry, because Smale is too a Reagan fane and we don't need two Reagan fanes in Waukegan, Illinois." - Andy Colket
EDITORIAL

On choosing a President...

...
Faculty, Staff, Students!
You're ALL invited to:
AN EVENING AT SUFFOLK
Parent's Program
Thursday, Nov. 15th
Frank Sawyer Building
Reception — 6:00 p.m.
Interest Sessions
7:30, 8:05 & 8:40 p.m.
Coffee Hour — 9:15 p.m.
R.S.V.P. to The Parent's Committee
c/o Student Activities Office x320

Up Temple Street
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1984
Cooperative Education Workshop
3:30 p.m.
Dr. John Neff
3:45 p.m.
Professor Schmitt
4:00 p.m.
Discussion Group

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1984
Meetings 1:00-2:30 pm
(6l7) -444-7863 6-10 pm.

SIDETRACKS
Minority women trying to create new images

Classifieds

Remembering a First Lady

By Sandi Hare

The last time the Art Carved logo was painted on a new building, I was a student at Fisk University. A first, a student with a new building on campus — the science building, the Student Center, and the annual back-to-back basketball games. Today, I found myself standing in front of the same building and thinking about the past. I realized that the Art Carved logo has been a constant presence on campus for many years. I decided to ask a former student from the class of 1960 about their experiences with Art Carved. The student, who wished to remain anonymous, shared memories of the Art Carved logo and the impact it had on the student body.

The Art Carved logo was painted on the science building in 1960, during the first year of the student protest. The new building was under construction and students were frustrated with the delays. The Art Carved logo, painted on a wall inside the science building, became a symbol of resistance. The students used it as a way to express their frustration and remind everyone of the issues they were fighting for.

The former student remembered that the Art Carved logo was painted with many layers of paint and was visible from the outside of the building. It was a bold statement that was visible to everyone passing by. The students were proud of their efforts and appreciated the support they received from the community.

The Art Carved logo has been a symbol of change and progress for many years. It has been a consistent reminder of the fight for equal rights and the importance of community involvement. The former student expressed gratitude for the legacy of the Art Carved logo and the impact it has had on the university.

The Art Carved logo is just one example of how students have used their creativity to make a difference on campus. Students continue to express their voices and ideas through art and activism. The legacy of the Art Carved logo serves as a reminder of the power of student voice and the importance of community engagement.

For more information about the Art Carved logo and its impact on the university, please contact the Art Carved office at (617) 444-7863.


Buy, sell, advertise
a job, your possessions, an event —
with something personal, say something
important! (In the Journal pages. Cheap.
for Suffolk students — $5 for 4 lines 35 characters per line.
outside advertisers — $5 for 4 lines 35 characters per line.

EARN FREE TRAVEL AND EXTRA MONEY AS A CAMPUSS
REPP!! N.E. #1 STUDENT TRAVEL COMPANY IS SEEKING
REPPS FOR ITS BERMUDA, BAHAMAS & FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Write, call, Paul,
PERSON TO PERSON COL.
LECT A/ (617) 444-1123.

By Sandi Hare

Josephine was the First Lady of Fisk University in 1958, when she was a student at Fisk University. Josephine's contributions to the university were significant, as she was a catalyst for change and a leader in the fight for equal rights. Her legacy continues to inspire students and faculty alike.

Josephine was born in 1932 in Memphis, Tennessee. She attended Fisk University, where she was a student in the class of 1958. Josephine was known for her intelligence and her commitment to social justice. She was a leader in the student protest and a founding member of the Art Carved logo committee.

Josephine's contributions to the university were significant, as she was a catalyst for change and a leader in the fight for equal rights. She was a passionate advocate for civil rights and was a vocal supporter of the movement for equal rights. Her legacy continues to inspire students and faculty alike.

Josephine's impact on the university was profound, as she was a leader in the fight for equal rights. Her legacy continues to inspire students and faculty alike. Josephine is remembered as a woman of incredible strength and determination, who never backed down in the face of adversity.

For more information about Josephine's contributions to the university, please contact the Fisk University archivists at (617) 444-7863.
VOTE

Tuesday, Nov. 6

EXERCISE YOUR
RIGHT TO CHOOSE

CLAS Al'S Certifiers' Anniversary Crossword Puzzle

Exploring the gender gap
The do's and don'ts of writing essays

Halloween Happenings

WORK FOR THE FASTEST GROWING AIRLINE IN THE INDUSTRY.

PEOPLEexpress is coming to campus in search of CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

• FRESHMEN • SOPHOMORES • JUNIORS • SENIORS • GRAD STUDENTS

THE JOB OFFERS ALL TIME

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS

ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

• Photography
• Film and Print Processing
• Photo journalism

The Suffolk Journal will hold an organizational meeting for all students who wish to join the journal's photo staff on

THURS. NOV. 8
IN
F338A
AT
1:00 P.M.

PEOPLEexpress
FLY SMART

ARTS

Paul’s Broadstreet a bust

Terminator is a smashing success

Martin and Tomlin are magic

Halloween Happenings

Working Title

The Suffolk Journal will hold an organizational meeting for all students who wish to join the journal’s photo staff on

THURS. NOV. 8
IN
F338A
AT
1:00 P.M.

Terminator is a smashing success

Martin and Tomlin are magic
Bangles no big deal after all?

by Regina Golden

Steel Assassin

by Marc Johnson

MUSIC WRITING POSITIONS are available
Contact AVERY BIDMEAD

Canada's Bear of Beers is here!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!
SPORTS

Sports shorts: More school spirit needed

Hachey's Happenings:
Sunday November 4

Peace group examines campaign issues

SPECIAL EVENT
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY THEATRE
AND THE COUNCIL OF PRESIDENTS
ARE PROUD TO PRESENT
TheaterWorks

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 8, 1984
7:30 P.M.
SUFFOLK I.D. REQUIRED

Production of
William Shakespeare's
TAMING OF THE SHREW
In Honor of Suffolk University's 50TH Anniversary
s campaign issues

AL EVENT
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
JUNIOR OF PRESIDENTS
PRESENTS

TERWORKS

ION, Mon. Nov. 8, 1984
7:00 p.m.
Suffolk I.D. Required

uction of
Wakespeare's
THE SHREW
University's 50TH Anniversary

ALIGHT

NEWIGHT.
first star I see...
Saturday night

November 17, 1984
at The Crossroads in Revere

The Starlight Dance

Featuring:
J. J. WRIGHT - KISS 108 DJ

$8 per person
7:30 pm - 1:00 am
proper attire suggested
singles are encouraged

ponsored by
 Suffolk Student Government Association (SGA)

CLASSICS
COME TO SUFFOLK
WEDNESDAY,
NOV. 7
12:00-1:00
IN THE CAF.

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
THURSDAY, NOV. 8
MOVIES ARE ALWAYS FREE
1:00-2:30
IN THE AUDITORIUM

C-
COMEDY HOUR

IN THE CAF.

Lvorety's 50TH Anniversary